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THE WETSTYLE COLLECTIONS

BATHTUBS AND LAVATORIES
All WETSTYLE soaking bathtubs, lavs and vessel sinks are crafted by
hand from WETMAR™, the company’s proprietary, patent-pending,
environmentally friendly natural stone composite material, and are
available in a True High Gloss or Matte White finish. They are custom-made
to order at the WETSTYLE factory in Beloeil, Canada.

CUBE
WETSTYLE’s debut collection, CUBE’s striking geometric forms and
tremendous versatility first put the brand on the bathroom fixture design
map. The 12 bathtubs are either perfectly rectangular or slightly tapered
in shape. As spacious as they are luxurious, most are large enough to
accommodate two bathers. CUBE tubs can be adapted and installed
to suit any bathroom configuration: freestanding to create a dramatic
focal point, or against a wall, in a corner, recessed against 3 walls, or in a
sunken design.

The sleek, practical design of the CUBE lavs offers a modern interpretation
of the stone washbasins still used in the French countryside. Each of the
13 countertop models is a dramatic take on a rectangular vessel sink. The
line features a broad range of head-turning styles, ranging from the slablike silhouettes of the VC 48 and VC 60 models to the trough design of the
VC 848A, an ideal option for upscale hospitality projects.

OVE
Fittingly oval-shaped with narrow or wide rims, the three tubs of the OVE
collection are seductively cocoon-like, providing soothing sanctuary from
the outside world. Each is freestanding and designed to delight the eye
from all angles, making an OVE tub a sculptural addition to a sumptuous
bath for both contemporary and transitional tastes.

The sensual, curved theme of the tubs carries through to the 12 OVE lavs,
which are available in round, elliptical or rectangular models, in an array
of sizes. The rectangular models feature oval interior basins.

FURNITURE
Like its bathtubs and lavs, WETSTYLE’s furniture collections are custommade to order using the highest quality materials and craftsmanship.
Available in sizes ranging from 24 to 72 inches in length, the collections
offer an unparalleled level of customization and flexibility. The woods are
selected, assembled and finished by hand, and are “book matched” to
maintain consistency in the grain pattern across all front, end and top
faces. All collections also feature premium hardware and drawer glides.
The marine-grade finish is rated Level 5 by the American Woodworking
Institute, its highest distinction for moisture resistance, durability, stain
resistance and overall quality.

Wood

F Collection
Simple yet sophisticated, the furniture of the F Collection has a subtly
exotic, Asian-inspired appeal. Crafted from rift-cut oak, the four consoles
are available in a range of sizes and feature recessed handles and two
drawers for ample storage. The collection comes in Natural, Wenge,
White-Washed, Grey-Washed, and White finishes. Two wood-framed
mirrors complete the collection.

Z Collection
The Z Collection features a more streamlined silhouette than the F
Collection, but is crafted from the same rift-cut oak and is available in the
same finishes. The five consoles come in a range of sizes and styles, some
of which have one or two small drawers.

Niche Collection
Designed to complement the CUBE bathtub collection, this chic storage
furniture provides a perfect place for towels, bath products and other
bath accessories. Available in freestanding or wall-mounted models, it’s
crafted from rift-cut oak and comes in the same finishes as the F and Z
Collections.

Stainless Steel
C Collection
The four stainless steel consoles that comprise this unique collection range
from 24 to 60 inches in length and lend a spare, striking metallic touch to
a luxurious bath. Invisible joints and a sparkling Mirror or Brush finish testify
to the furniture’s exceptional quality. Each console houses a slim-profile
WETMAR™ integrated countertop, which is molded in one piece to ensure
the continuity of the surface. Three stainless steel framed mirrors complete
the collection. Chic and minimalist, they can be configured vertically or
horizontally.
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